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Abstract
As a consequence of the advent and diffusion of new media, one of the most accredited hypotheses in
the realm of mediatization theory has been that the essential prerequisites of mediatization would have slow-
ly started to disappear. On the contrary, we hypothesize that the unprecedented knowledge about users’ pref-
erences given to media companies would be reflected in the logics of news production, which would shift
from being guided by internal logics and standards of newsworthiness to be driven by an audience-oriented
commercial logic. Therefore, we expect storytelling techniques to prevail in online news production, with
soft news becoming progressively prevalent moving from traditional to new media. We address our hypoth-
esis performing a cross-media analysis of the Italian newspaper la Repubblica, investigating both the differ-
ent editorial logics underlying the selection and framing of contents as well as the relationship between the
general news frame and the level of readers’ engagement. In our findings, soft news prevails regardless of
the platform, also following a positive trend as we move towards Facebook. Moreover, soft news seems to
be able to foster a higher level of users’ engagement as expressed in terms of likes and shares, while hard
news prevails in commenting activities.
Keywords: mediatization, hybridization, Facebook, media logics, news consumption
1. Introduction
Since the early 1990s, the growing interest in mediatization theory as a new research field
of political communication has contributed to shift the attention from the analysis of media
contents and their influence on the audience, to the study of media platforms and their insti-
tutional and technological essence. Given the multifaceted nature of mediatization as a cross-
field phenomenon which “simultaneously facilitates centrifugal, centripetal, homogenizing and
differentiating processes” (Hepp, Hjarvard, & Lundby, 2010, p. 226), the concept has been
used by scholars both to refer to those changes affecting media and their modes of commu-
nication as well as to interpret the wide range of transformations resulting from the growing
media influence on other cultural and societal spheres.
With regard to the different emphasis accorded either to media as institutions in their own
right or to the role they play as societal agents of cultural production, in mediatization theo-
ry we might identify two main approaches (Couldry & Hepp, 2013): the institutionalist (see
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From an institutionalist perspective mediatization refers to “the forms, practices and ex-
periences associated with the dominant media and institutions of the broadcast era, and par-
ticularly television” (Hoskins, 2009, p. 148). Within the institutionalist tradition, media should
thus be considered as an independent institution with its own set of rules and practices, whose
growing influence on different fields of society determines an adaptation of external social
actors and institutions to media logic, intended as the process through which media present
and transmit information (Altheide & Snow, 1979; 1988; 1991). The concept of mediatiza-
tion as coined by institutionalists is particularly useful for analyzing the transformation of
many disparate social and cultural processes into forms or formats suitable for media repre-
sentation. Nevertheless, the linearity of the process described has been widely questioned
during the last years, becoming the subject of different criticisms that could be brought back
to four main reasons. First of all, the monolithic definition proposed seems not to be work-
ing for capturing the multi-polar nature of society (Bourdieu, 1993). Secondly, the institution-
alist conceptualization of mediatization appears to be limited in time, applicable only since
the moment in which media have become independent institutions (since 1980s according to
Hjarvard, 2008). Thirdly, the institutionalist approach lacks in considering how the rise of a
new digital network space of communication has contributed to the redistribution of assets
and to the relative distribution of rules and resources characterizing the logics of traditional
media (Jensen, 2013). Finally, the reference to a single media logic as if operating in one di-
rection and at the same speed seems to be reductive, as underlined even more by the growth
of the Internet (Couldry, 2008).
Furthermore, social-constructivists refuse to acknowledge media as a single institution,
attributing to them a symbolic power through which they would not only influence what so-
cial actors and audiences do, but first and foremost their ability to describe social life (Block,
2013). Mediatization is here conceived as a “process of communicative construction of so-
cio-cultural realities enacted by different and various media” (Couldry & Hepp, 2013, p. 196).
Although conceptualizing mediatization as a process resulting from different intervening and
intertwined factors the social-constructivist approach has the merit to grasp the multi-polar
character of contemporary society, such a definition seems to be too blurring if one wants to
capture macro-level dynamics (Hjarvard 2008).
In recent years, several scholars (Altheide, 2013; Hjarvard, 2008; Jensen, 2013) have shed
light on the necessity to operate a brainstorming on the concept of mediatization in order to
find a common thread between the linearity of the institutionalist approach and the too much
blurring conceptualization given by social-constructivists (Couldry & Hepp, 2013).
2. Commercial logics, new media and hybridization: 
towards a “third way” in mediatization studies?
With the rise of web 2.0 and the increasing globalization of media systems since the late
1990s, scholars have started to call for a new conceptualization of mediatization which takes
into account both the structuring role of the media as institutions of cultural production as well
as the reflexivity of media logics reproduced in – and reshaped through – social interactions
(Altheide, 2013; Hjarvard, 2008; Jensen, 2013). This conception of media can be particular-
ly powerful to investigate how the increasing hybridization in the production of newspaper
contents, from a traditionally printed form to their by now normalized spread out in the world
of social media, is eventually affecting the process of selection and framing of political news.
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With regards to the advent and diffusion of new media, since the beginning of 2000s one
of the most discussed hypotheses was that the essential prerequisites of mediatization would
have slowly started to disappear, with new media exerting a sort of dis-mediatizing effect
(Schulz, 2004). This hypothesis is widely discussed by Schulz (2004), who in his article Re-
constructing mediatization as an analytical concept, identifies three possible future scenar-
ios: an optimistic, a sceptical and a moderate one. According to the optimistic answer, new
media increasingly de-massify and individualize communication (Castells, 2004), thus con-
tributing to enhance users self-selection and self-determination, in contrast to the standardi-
zation of information carried out by television. From a mediatization perspective, the increasing
de-standardization and selectivity produced by the internet in the long-run would bring to a
loss of dependency on media gate-keeping power, with no more mediation and adaptation to
the media logic by social actors. On the other hand, according to the sceptical answer the rise
of new media simply determines new modes of mediatization. Filtering effects would thus
remain, making a full autonomy impossible for users, while new forms of standardization
would be reproduced through the creation of new languages. Finally, the moderate answer
imagines a future scenario characterized by a convergence between old and new media. More-
over according to this view the demand for entertainment and infotainment (the so-called soft
news) is expected to expand much more than the demand for hard news, thus reproducing in
the consumption of online news the same standardization and mediation effects characteriz-
ing old media. 
The moderate answer proposed by Schulz (2004, p. 12) has the merit to outline a concep-
tion of new media as “nothing but hybrid versions, or reconfigurations, of the conventional
media” On the other hand, if the moderate scenario might be still appropriate to describe the
present situation in most of Western countries, we expect that the strategic evaluation of me-
dia affordances characterizing on-line platforms such as Facebook would affect editorial log-
ics in a way that channels them towards the production of ever more popular or
audience-oriented contents. The standardization and mediation effects characterizing the old
media would thus not only be reproduced, but also amplified while moving from traditional
to new media. 
The review of the concept of media logic operated by Landerer (2013) might be useful to
clarify our hypothesis. According to, in fact, media companies are mainly driven not by one,
but by two competing logics: an audience-oriented commercial logic and a normatively ori-
ented public logic. In the normative logic (see Bourdieu, 1999), social or public responsibil-
ity “takes place over market considerations: what is important is not how much a media
company sells, but what it produces, and what it should contribute to a democratic society’s
public debate” (Landerer, 2013, p. 245). In the commercial logic (Hamilton, 2004; McManus,
1994), “media actors are mainly market-driven and economic considerations are the domi-
nant principles that guide news selection, organization, and production” (Landerer, 2013, p.
243). According to Landerer (2013), the normative aspects of news production sometimes,
though not always, clash with the efficiency considerations summarized under commercial
logic (p. 245):
Owing to economic constraints, it is likely that commercial logic is stronger in privately organized than
in public news companies, which have more scope to implement the normative standards developed under
the concept of public logic. But in a globalized world – whereby globalization refers to economic integra-
tion and technological progress – profit-oriented media companies act as large transnational firms that com-
pete with public news organizations for airtime […]. In this process, commercial and public logics enter into
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direct competition with each other, not only among different companies, but also within one company’s lim-
ited temporal and financial resources.
Online publishing gives news media unprecedented knowledge about users’ preferences
and, as a consequence, unprecedented opportunities to instantly ‘feed’ the audience what they
apparently want rather than guessing or knowing what they liked last month (Strömbäck &
Karlsson, 2011, p. 648). Thus, while only a minority of users may be actively attempting to
influence and participate in news production processes, all users of online news media may
be indirectly involved through their choice of online news stories (Landerer, 2013, p. 648).
In this regard, our hypothesis is that the increased influence of users’ preferences may shift
the logic of news production from being driven by internal logics and standards of news-wor-
thiness, to be driven more by an audience-oriented commercial logic. As a consequence, we
expect storytelling techniques such as ‘‘simplification, polarization, intensification, person-
alization, visualization, stereotyping, and particular ways of framing the news’’ (Strömbäck
& Esser, 2009, p. 213) to become prevailing in online news production, with soft news be-
coming progressively more prevalent moving from traditional to new media. Finally, we ex-
pect that the changes in editorial logics would be reflected in the way in which users engage
with contents, provide feedbacks or reproduce typical media frames and logics in comments. 
3. Research questions and hypotheses 
If considered in light of the increasing hybridization of news contents, this renewed the-
oretical perspective opens up a space for two main RQs:
RQ1: Does the switching of contents from offline to online/social media platforms deter-
mine a popularization of media logic(s)?
RQ2: Do the specific affordances characterizing an online platform affect the way users
engage with contents?
According to the theoretical framework outlined in the introduction of this article, the hy-
potheses driving our research are the following:
HI1: As regards logics of news production, we expect to find a higher percentage of soft
news: (1) moving from the offline to the online version of the newspaper la Repubblica and
(2) moving from the online version of the newspaper to its Facebook fan-page.
HI2: As regards logics of news consumption, we expect to find, on average, a higher lev-
el of users’ engagement associated to soft news. 
HI3: On the overall Facebook we also expect a higher spread of soft news with respect to
the hard ones, measured through the level of users’ engagement.
Furthermore, we are interested in investigating if there is any specific pattern associated
to the activities of liking, sharing and commenting. 
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4. Methodology
4.1. Data collection 
In order to address our research questions and test our hypotheses, we randomly chose a
one-week period of analysisi during which:
1. We have collected all the daily printed copies of the newspaper la Repubblicaii, the 2nd most
widespread newspaperiii in Italy and the 1st one in the ranking of newspaper websitesiv;
2. We have archived all the homepages of the online version of la Repubblicav through
The Way Back Machinevi;
3. We have collected all posts published on la Repubblica Facebook fanpage as well as
their relative engagement metrics through Netvizz, a data collection and extraction applica-
tion that allows researchers to export data in standard file formats from different sections of
the Facebook social networking service (Rieder, 2013). 
4.1.1. Offline and online newspaper
In order to investigate which logics and standards of newsworthiness drive the selection
of contents from a top-down perspective, we decided to take into consideration only articles
appearing in the offline front pages, thus excluding any other news inside the journal. Our
intention was to try to apply the same criteria even to the online version of the journal, since
our main goal was properly that of a cross-media comparison, but, unfortunately, we could
not find in the literature any satisfying reference to a correct definition of what can be con-
sidered as the equivalent of an offline front page in the online version of a newspaper. In or-
der to overcome this problem, we thus decided to classify every day the same number of
articles we found on the printed version, simply starting from the top of the page. 
4.1.2. Repubblica’s Facebook fan-page
Through the Netvizz application (Rieder, 2013) we have downloaded a dataset contain-
ing all the information and engagement metrics for each post published in the selected days
on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page. In particular, for each post we have been able to retrieve:
1) the publishing date; 2) the URL of the article published in the post; 3) the number of likes,
shares, comments and level of engagement gathered by each post. Although only the metrics
indicated at points 1) 2) and 3) have been taken into account for the purposes of this article,
it is important to know that Netvizz allows us to obtain as well information about 4) the type
of post (video, link, picture) and 5) the text of the post messagevii.
4.2. Method
In order to be able to grasp both top-down news production logics as well as bottom-up
patterns of news consumption, we decided to analyze our collected data combining a quali-
tative approach focused on news frames with a more quantitative use of numerical indicators
such as engagement metrics and their components (likes, shares, comments). More specifi-
cally, we firstly performed a qualitative content analysis of all news articles present in our
dataset in order to investigate how do editorial logics may or may not change across the dif-
ferent media platforms on which la Repubblica is edited. 
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In the second part of our study we have therefore crossed the results coming from our
content analysis with Facebook engagement metrics, an operation that allows us to see more
in depth which kind of news frame, whether hard or soft, do stimulate higher (or more ac-
tive) levels of users’ reactions. To complete the analysis, we also experimentally used addi-
tional engagement metrics retrieved through the Like Scraper (see below) in order to compare
news consumption on la Repubblica fan-page with their subsequent spread across the over-
all Facebook. 
4.2.1. Qualitative content analysis of hard versus soft news frames
The underlying idea in our research design is to understand whether an increasing hybridiza-
tion of the information environment could give boost to a likewise increasing mediatization in
news production and consumption. In this regard we decided to look at the concept of hard vs.
soft news as a proxy of mediatization, thus classifying our sample of 628 articles (see table 1.1)
as hard, medium or soft newsviii. Our content analysis of news frames has then been performed
adopting a qualitative approach through which we induced our classification of contents rely-
ing on the operationalization of hard vs. soft news given by Reinemann, Stenier, Scherr and Leg-
nante (2012). In their review of the concept, the authors propose a multi-dimensional
operationalization that takes into account the topic, content, focus and style of news:
The more news item is politically relevant, the more it reports in a thematic way, focuses on the socie-
tal consequences of events, is impersonal and unemotional in its style, the more it can be regarded as hard
news. The more a news items is not politically relevant, the more it reports in an episodic way, focuses on
individual consequences of events, is personal and emotional in style, the more it can be regarded as soft news
(Reinemann et al. 2012, p. 14).
As far as the topic dimension is concerned, a crucial role has been given by Reinemann
and colleagues to the political relevance of news, operationalized as the reference to socie-
tal actors, decision-making authorities, policy plan and actors’ concerns. 
Even though we agree with Reinemann and colleagues in considering the political rele-
vance of an article as particularly crucial for its classification as hard vs. soft, we found that
his operationalization was somehow too strict for the purposes of our research. In particular,
we realized that focusing mainly on the feature of political relevance would have led us to
miss some important information concerning news, whose topic is not related to politics such
as those treating chronicles or current events. In fact, as resulted by preliminary analysis on
a sub-set of articles, following Reinemann and collaborators (2012), all our articles except
political ones would have been classified as soft news, i.e. included articles about important
current events and reported with a sacerdotal and serious frame. For these reasons we decid-
ed to introduce a third category, that of medium news, in order to be able to grasp grey zones
and blurring boundaries in our classification of news. Furthermore, as we believed another
crucial aspect to be included in our investigation is that related to the popularization of po-
litical contents entailed in the concept of mediatization (Mazzoleni & Sfardini, 2009), we de-
cided to add two more indicators of focus and style, namely: 1) the prevailing reference to
ideological positions and actions versus scandals or gossip concerning the actors involved;
2) the serious versus ironic style of reporting adopted by the journalist.
According to Mazzoleni and Sfardini (2009), two of the major outcomes within the process
of mediatization of society are indeed the increasing spectacularization and personalization
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of politics, which seem to have led to phenomena such as commodification of politics or life-
style politics (Bennet & Entman, 2001). In light of such considerations, our classification of
contents basically relies on the three following categories:
Hard news (2): the more a news is politically relevant, framed in a thematic way, focused
on the societal consequences of events and on the ideological positions and substantive ac-
tions of actors involved, reported in an impersonal, unemotional and serious style, the more
it can be regarded as hard news. 
Medium news (1): the more a news is connected to chronicles or current events, framed
in a thematic way, focused on the societal consequences of events and on the ideological po-
sitions and substantive actions of actors involved, reported in an impersonal, unemotional
and serious style, the more it can be regarded as medium news. We consider medium news
as well those news that are politically relevant, but framed in an episodic way, focused on the
individual consequences of events and on gossip and aspects of the private life of actors in-
volved, reported in a more personal, emotional and ironic style.
Soft news (0): the less a news is politically relevant, but framed in an episodic way, fo-
cused on the individual consequences of events and on gossip and aspects of the private life
of actors involved, reported in a personal, emotional and ironic style, the more it can be re-
garded as soft news.
4.2.2. Engagement metrics 
In the second part of our work we aim at investigating the diffusion of news contents on
Facebook. More specifically, we are interested in analysing the level of engagement driven
respectively by soft and hard news. In Facebook marketing, engagement is a composite meas-
ure constituted by the sum of three indicators: 1) the number of likes; 2) the number of shares;
3) the number of comments.
We are interested in analysing the relationship between hard and soft news and their cor-
respondent ability to drive users’ engagement on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page. 
Yet, we are interested as well in understanding the further diffusion of contents through-
out the overall Facebook, therefore including in this second step all likes, shares and com-
ments gathered by a given news not only on la Repubblica fan-page but also on other Facebook
pages (i.e. personal profiles, groups and other fan-pages). To do so, we have used the Like
Scraper toolix, a script which directly queries the Facebook application and retrieves the num-
ber of likes, shares and clicks for any given URL, querying all the URLs of the articles pub-
lished on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page. Even though extremely useful, the only limit of
the Like Scraper tool is that it is able to retrieve the number of like, share and comments from
any URL except for those of Facebook posts, from which it is still unable to extract the same
metrics. Therefore, in order to compare the level of engagement gathered by news shared on
la Repubblica fan-page with that obtained on the overall Facebook, we have excluded from
our dataset all posts without any external link, while performing content analysis of allx the
other articles. 
In Table1.1 and Table1.2, we present, respectively, the number of articles on which con-
tent analysis has been performed, by type of support (Table 1.1.) as well as their different en-
gagement metrics per day, both on la Repubblica fan-page and throughout the overall Facebook
(Table 1.2.). At a first glance, we can also see that the diffusion of news on Facebook goes
way beyond the pure consumption of news on la Repubblica fan-page. 
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Table 1.1. Summary of analysed data, by type of support.
Table 1.2. Comparison between the daily total number of likes, shares, comments and lev-
el of engagement gathered by articles on la Repubblica fan-page and throughout the overall
Facebook. 
4.3. Results
In the following paragraphs our findings are presented. First of all, logics of news produc-
tion are investigated, through a comparison between the offline and online front page of the
newspaper la Repubblica. Secondly, we analyse users’ activities (liking, sharing, commenting)
on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page in relation to the different types of news (hard, medium,
soft) present there, in order to identify the different patterns of news’ consumption. Finally, we
suggest a comparison between the consumption of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page
and their diffusion across the overall Facebook, in order to test whether our initial assumptions
are confirmed even when moving from the news source to the overall network.
4.3.1. News distribution: offline, online and Facebook
Figure 1.1. displays a comparison between the percentage of hard, medium and soft news
published on the offline and online version of the newspaper la Repubblica. As we can see
from the graph, in the offline version of the newspaper the more represented category in our
weekly sample is the one of soft news (40.22%), followed by hard (37.80%) and medium
news (21.95%). Moving to the online version of the newspaper an even wider space is giv-
en to the category soft news, which with a percentage of 51.22% includes the majority of
published articles. Even in this case, soft news is followed respectively by the categories of
hard (26.83%) and medium (21.95%) news.
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Figure 1.1. News production by type of content on the online and offline versions of the
newspaper la Repubblica, % of the weekly news.
In Figure 1.2., the same analysis is reproduced with regards to the articles shared by la
Repubblica’s newsroom on the newspapers Facebook fan-page. As we can see from the graph,
also in this case a wider space is given by far too soft news (63.73% out of the weekly total).
Differently from the offline and online versions of the newspaper, in the analysed week, medi-
um news occupy a wider space on the Facebook fan page (19.95%) if compared to hard news
(16.32%). Yet, while the prominence of soft news is undeniable, the difference between medi-
um and hard news should be taken with care and further investigated in future research. 
Figure 1.2. News distribution by type of news on the Facebook fan-page of the newspa-
per la Repubblica, % of the weekly news.
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4.3.2. News consumption: liking, sharing and commenting on 
la Repubblica Facebook fan-page
In the analysis of news consumption, our main hypothesis is that production logics would
be reflected in users’ preferences, expressed through the activities of liking, commenting and
sharing. Moreover, we are interested in identifying eventual specific patterns characterizing
the three activities. In order to weight our results, instead of the total count of likes, shares
and comments, we have used for each metric the weighted average per day (e.g. total num-
ber of likes per soft news / total number of soft news published per day).
Figure 1.3. displays our results for what concerns users’ liking behaviour. As we can see
from the graph the general expected trend is confirmed, with soft news gathering the higher
number of likes (1563 likes, average per day), followed by medium news (1207) and hard
news (671), with 1347 being the average number of likes per day (calculated on the total of
news published, regardless of the type of news). The same trend is confirmed with regards
to users’ sharing behaviour, with soft news driving the higher number of shares (655 shares,
average per day), followed by medium news (347) and hard news (235), with 525 being the
average number of shares per day (see Figure 1.4.).
Figure 1.3. Number of likes by type of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page, weight-
ed average per day (counts).
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Figure 1.4. Number of shares by type of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan-page, weight-
ed average per day (counts).
The analysis of users’ commenting behaviours presents different results, which deserve a
special consideration (see Figure 1.5.). In fact, while our hypothesis about users’ preference
for soft news is confirmed by their liking and sharing activities, in their commenting activi-
ties readers seem to adopt a different logic. As suggested by the graph, while analysing com-
menting activities users’ preference seems to go to medium (308 comments, average per day)
and hard (275 comments, average per day) news, while soft news gather “only” an average
of 171 comments per day, with 215 being the average number of comments per dayxi. Although
further research are needed to confirm the existence of a specific pattern characterizing users’
commenting activity, our results suggest that it relies on the activation of a different logic
which gives preference to hard and medium news instead of to soft news.
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Figure 1.5. Number of comments by type of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan page,
weighted average per day (counts).
4.3.3. News consumption: engagement trends in the overall Facebook
Figure 1.6. displays the results of our comparison between the level of total engagement
(sum of likes, shares and comments) gathered by each type of news on la Repubblica Face-
book fan-page and in their spread on the overall Facebook. As suggested by the picture, even
moving from la Repubblica Facebook fan-page to the overall social network, soft news re-
main the type of news which stimulates an higher level of users’ engagement (2390 engage-
ment actions, average per day), followed by medium (1863) and hard (1181) news, with 2087
being the average number of engagement actions per day. 
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Figure 1.6. Engagement actions by type of news: a comparison between la Repubblica fan-
page and on the overall Facebook, weighted average per day (counts).
Although the relationship between the publication of news on la Repubblica Facebook fan-
page and their diffusion on the overall Facebook is only sketched in this article, it is interest-
ing to see how the level of engagement gathered by news on the overall Facebook is more
than the double of the one they are able to stimulate in the platform on which they are orig-
inally published, la Repubblica Facebook fan-page (Table 1.3.). 
Table 1.3. Engagement actions by type of news: a comparison between la Repubblica fan-
page and the overall Facebook, weighted average per day (counts).
As a consequence, even from this first analysis we can see how, in the changed logics of news
diffusion and consumption which characterize the era of social media, readers tend to read and
get engaged with news not only through the news platforms, but even more through news’ ap-
pearances on their Facebook timeline, e.g. because shared by users’Facebook friends. What in-
stead doesn’t change, even when moving to the overall Facebook, is users’ preference for soft
news, confirmed by the higher level of engagement associated with this type of content. 
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5. Conclusion
In contrast to the standardization of information carried out by traditional mass media,
the most accredited assumption with regard to the advent and diffusion of new media attrib-
utes to them a dis-mediatizing effect, which would lead to an increasing de-massification and
individualization of communication thus resulting in a progressive wearing away of the es-
sential prerequisites of mediatization. In light of this hypothesis, the unprecedented power of
self-selection and self-determination attributed to users by social media platforms’ affordances
would result in the over-coming of media dependency, with social actors no more adapting
to overwhelming media logic.
We hypothesized that the unprecedented knowledge about users’ preferences given to me-
dia companies by social media affordances would have been reflected in a shift of the logics
of news production, which from being guided by internal logics and standards of newswor-
thiness would now increasingly, be driven by an audience-oriented commercial logic. 
Three research hypotheses have therefore been formulated in order to empirically inves-
tigate this general assumption. With regard to the logics of news production, findings seem
to confirm the existence of a progressive popularization of contents when moving from the
offline to the Facebook version of a newspaper (Figure. 1.1. and Figure 1.2.). Our analysis
of the Facebook fan-page suggest that the same effect would affect as well the logics of news
consumption, with soft news being the more liked and shared by readers (Figure 1.3. and Fig-
ure 1.4.). Albeit further researches are needed in order to generalize our results, in this study
we have therefore been able to provide empirical evidence for the existence of an audience-
oriented commercial logic driving online news production, as theorized by Landerer (2013).
Nevertheless, although trends in the overall level of engagement display a clear preference
manifested by readers towards soft contents, our results suggest that a different logic might
stand behind commenting activities (Figure 1.5.). 
Even though our research hypotheses have been confirmed by the empirical analysis of
our collected data, it is worthy to underline the presence of some methodological limits. First
of all, although we are aware of the importance of inter-coder reliability in order to assure
the validity of qualitative content analysis, we did not have the possibility to train a group of
coders working on our analyses. In order to try to overcome this limit, we performed togeth-
er the content analysis to reach the highest level of consensus at least among us. The second
methodological limit concerns the introduction of the category of medium news. As specified
in our methodological section, this category has been used to include both news that are not
politically relevant but framed in a way that is typical of hard news, as well as news that are
politically relevant but framed in a way that is typical of soft ones. Although useful for our
purpose, the introduction of this category as well as its composition should probably be sub-
ject of a more precise analytical reflection. Finally, in the content analysis of the articles pub-
lished on la Repubblica Facebook fan page we did not take into account the post messages
accompanying the news, which might be useful to better understand editorial logics of news
framing on Facebook. 
Together with the overcoming of the methodological limits outlined so far, the results pre-
sented in this article suggest at least two possible directions for future researches in the field.
First of all, the different mechanism which seems to characterize users’ commenting behav-
iour should definitely be further explored, both empirically and theoretically. In this regard,
future researches should combine engagement metrics with a deeper analysis of readers’ com-
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ments and their interactional dynamics, in order to grasp how media logic(s) are reflected in
users’ online behaviour. Finally, the last section of this article has outlined how more and
more people are consuming and getting engaged with online contents not only through news-
papers official fan-pages, but first and foremost grasping news from the flow of ‘suggested
posts’ in their Facebook timelines. Although methodologically challenging, further research-
es should definitely take it into account in order to truly understand how the advent of social
media has revolutionized – and is still revolutionizing – the way in which people get informed.
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Notes
i from 11/05/2015 to 17/05/2015.
ii La Repubblica is an Italian daily newspaper, founded in 1976 in Rome by Gruppo Editoriale L’Espres-
so, led by Eugenio Scalfari, Carlo Caracciolo and Arnoldo Mondadori Editore. Despite at its origins it had
a radical-socialist orientation, in the following years it has progressively shifted towards a moderate centre-
left political stance.
iii Data available at: http://www.adsnotizie.it/_dati_certificati.asp?azione=filtra, accessed on 15/05/2015.
iv Data available at: http://www.similarweb.com/country_category/italy/news_and_media/newspapers
accessed on 15/05/2015.
v data available at: http://web.archive.org/web/*/repubblica.ithttp://web.archive.org/web/*/repubblica.it,
accessed on 24/05/2015.
vi As contents in the homepage are constantly updated throughout the day, before starting our data col-
lection we made a pre-test after which we decided to archive the online homepages at 9:00 a.m. every day,
since we verified that this was the moment in which contents online were better comparable with those pub-
lished on the offline newspaper.
vii For complete information about Netvizz affordances and functioning see Rieder, 2013.
viii For the purpose of this work, we took headlines as unit of analysis.
ix https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/ToolLikeScraper accessed on 07/06/2015.
x In addition, we have excluded from our content analysis other 7 articles which links were not anymore
available at the time of the analysis.
xi Although it does not change our overall results, we have noticed an anomaly in liking and comment-
ing users’ behavior manifested by a peak of users’ engagement with soft news on May 16. We have double-
checked our data in order to assess the cause of the anomaly and individuated that the irregularity is due to
the incredible amount of likes and shares gathered by the article “Luxembourg, gay marriage for the Prime
Minister: first time in Europe”, which according to our coding scheme we believe to have classified correct-
ly as medium news.
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